
 
information letter newbornshoot august 2022

This letter contains all the information for the Newbornshoot 
in the studio.

- I will contact you around the due date, but of course you may also call or or app your
  self. Depending on how you are doing we plan the shoot. Do you give birth earlier or 
  does it go differently? Then please let me know as soon as possible in connection with 
  the planning.
- The appointment will take place from day 6 to 14. Later is possible, but keep in mind 
  that keep in mind that we often get more awake pictures and the baby is bigger and 
  already a little less flexible.
- Are you overdue? Then we plan the shoot between day 6 and 8 for those reasons. 

 The day of the shoot

- Upon entry, I will ignore the baby so they can get used to me.
- A shoot takes on average between 2 and 3 hours. It may take a while before the baby 
  sleeps. We take our time and do not rush.
- It is important that the father (or in consultation: other assistant) remains present during 
  the the entire shoot. This is for assistance and safety during the shoot.
- Children who are not going to be on the photos are not allowed in the studio during 
  the newbornshoot. 
- As a rule, we start between 10.00 and 10.30 am

  Peace and quiet

- To have a quiet and safe environment for the child and the shoot, it is very important 
  that there is peace and quiet during the shoot. Do not schedule any oppointments on 
  the day of the shoot.
- I will prepare the styling in the colors that you have indicated on the Booking Formu-
  form.

   Preparing the baby

- Making a bath in advance is always a good idea! Make sure nails and eyes are clean.
- It is nice if the baby has eaten beforehand and is kept awake as much as possible 
  before the shoot.  
- Ideally, first a bath and then feeding.



 

- The child gets hungry sooner because of the warmth during the shoot. There is always 
  time and space for a and space for a (breast)feed during the shoot! :)
- If possible, after the last feeding before the shoot, please wear a diaper + wrap / bath- 
  cape instead of a romper and clothes. That way I don’t have to wake up the child 
  when it is sleeps.
- In some settings, it may be that I photograph the child as naked as possible. Here  
  Of course I cover the genitals.
- Have you chosen a brother/sister photo or parent photo? Make sure you have neat, 
  clean and ironed clothes.

  - For brother/sister photos: a white (black, or other neutral color) dress or shirt with jeans. 
  jeans. More than one child? Then please use the same color as much as possible.

  - For parents photos: both black or neutral-coloured shirts or tops with jeans. Preferably   
    the same color.

  During the shoot

- To keep the newborn at the right temperature I work with a heater. It is therefore  
  recommended to wear thin clothing or layers on the day of the shoot!
- It is allowed to make one backstage shot. Continuing to take pictures during the shoot  
  is prohibited.

  Delivery of the photos

- After the shoot I will provide a gallery with 20 edited photos. Depending on the chosen 
  package you can choose which photos you want to have. 
- Within 2 weeks after the appointment of the shoot the gallery with your photos will be 
 ready. I will send you an app to schedule an order appointment in the studio.
- During the order appointment you choose which memory suits you best.
- The invoice can be paid by Pin.

Thank you for your trust. I will do everything to make unforgettable photos!


